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Abstract
We give a new proof of one part of the Krohn{Rhodes decomposition theorem for automata.
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1. Introduction
The Krohn{Rhodes Decomposition Theorem [8] has a number of formulations in
terms of automata, transformation semigroups, or semigroups, see [1, 2, 5{7, 9, 10], or
[3], for an extension. The aim of this paper is to give a simple proof of the hard
part of the theorem involving automata: Each nite automaton A is the homomorphic
image of a subautomaton of a (generalized) cascade composition of automata A1; : : :
Ak , where each Ai is either the two-sate identity-reset automaton U or a group-type
automaton Aut(G) corresponding to a simple group G which divides the semigroup
of A. In addition to the well-known decomposition of permutation-reset automata, the
new argument uses a single construction and is based on the following observation.
Given the automaton A, there is a sequence
B0;B1; : : : ;Bm
of nite automata such that B0 is trivial, Bm is the automaton A, and for each integer
16i6m, either there is a surjective simple regular G-homomorphism Ai ! Ai−1, or
there is a surjective simple regular G-homomorphism Ai−1 ! Ai. Here G denotes the
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class of simple groups dividing the semigroup of A, and a homomorphism B ! C
is termed a simple regular G-homomorphism if its kernel  satises the following
conditions.
 The nonsingleton equivalence classes of , or -blocks, for short, have equal cardi-
nality.
 If C and D are (nonsingleton) -blocks and u is an input word of B with CuD,
then either Cu=D or Cu is a singleton set.
 For any two nonsingleton -blocks C and D there is a word u with Cu=D.
 If C is a -block and G is the group of all bijections C ! C induced by an input
word, then any simple group divisor of G belongs to G.
We then show that if h : B! C is a surjective simple regular G-homomorphism with
kernel , then B is isomorphic to a subautomaton of a cascade composition of C and
a permutation-reset automaton D such that each simple group divisor of the semigroup
of D is in G.
The proof presented here has been used in [4] to show that the Conway axioms and
an identity associated with each nite (simple) group provide a complete axiomatization
of iteration theories.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Automata
Suppose that X is a nite nonempty set. We denote by X  the free monoid of all
words over X including the empty word . We set X+ =X  − fg, so that X+ is the
free semigroup of nonempty words over X .
An X -automaton A is a system (A; X; ) consisting of the nite nonempty set A of
states, the nite nonempty set X of input letters, and the transition function  :AX !
A which can be extended to a function A  X  ! A in the usual way. When a2A
and u2X , we will usually write au for (a; u), in particular when A is understood.
Suppose that C A and u2X . We dene Cu= fcu: c2Cg.
Homomorphisms, congruences and subautomata are dened in the usual way.
2.2. Cascade composition
Suppose that Ai=(Ai; X; i) are given automata, for i2 [k] = f1; : : : ; kg; k>0. Let
X denote a nite nonempty nonempty set, and for each i2 [k], let 'i be a function
A1  A2      Ai−1  X ! Xi:
The generalized cascade composition of the Ai determined by the set X and functions
'i is dened to be the automaton A=(A; X; ), where A is the set A1      Ak , and
for each (a1; : : : ; ak)2A and x2X ,
(a1; : : : ; ak)x=(a1x1; : : : ; akxk)
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with
xi='i(a1; : : : ; ai−1; x);
all i2 [k].
When X =X1 =    =Xk and 'i(a1; : : : ; ai−1; x)= x, for each x2X , a1 2A1; : : : ;
ai−1 2Ai−1 and i2 [k], the cascade composition becomes the direct product A1 
    Ak .
In the sequel, we will never use generalized cascade composition of more than two
automata. Accordingly, we will write
A1  A2(X; '1; '2) (1)
to denote the generalized cascade composition of A1 and A2 determined by the set X
and functions 'i, i=1; 2. When X is the input set of the automaton A1 and '1 is the
identity function X ! X , we call automaton (1) the cascade composition of A1 and
A2 determined by the function '2. Denoting '='2, we will write
A1 ' A2 (2)
for short.
Suppose that A=(A; X; ) and B=(A; Y; 0) are given nite automata with identical
state sets. We say that B is a renaming of A if there is a function ' : Y ! X such
that
0(a; y)= (a; y')
for all a2A and y2Y .
Suppose that K is a class of automata. We dene:
 S(K): all subautomata of automata in K ;
 N(K): all renamings of automata in K ;
 H(K): all homomorphic images of automata in K ;
 I(K): all isomorphic images of automata in K ;
 Pc(K): all generalized cascade compositions of automata in K .
It is known that for any nonempty class K of automata, Vc(K)=HSPc(K) is the
smallest class containing K and closed under the operators H, S and Pc, and also the
smallest class containing K and closed under the operators H, S, N and the cascade
composition (2) (see [5]).
2.3. Semigroups
Except for free semigroups X+ and free monoids X , each semigroup will be as-
sumed to be nite. We will use standard terminology. A submonoid of a semigroup is
a subsemigroup which is a monoid. Similarly, a subgroup of a semigroup is a subsemi-
group which is a group. Suppose that S and T are semigroups. We say that S divides
T , denoted SjT , if S is a homomorphic image (or quotient) of a subsemigroup of T .
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It is known that this relation is transitive, see, e.g., [2, 9]. A proof of the following
lemma can be found, e.g., in [5].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that SjT and that S is a monoid (group; respectively). Then
there is a submonoid T 0 (subgroup; respectively) of T such that S is a quotient
of T 0.
Suppose that A=(A; X; ) is an automaton. Each word u2X  induces a function
uA :A! A;
a 7! au:
The functions uA, u2X , form a monoid denoted M (A) whose unit is the identity
function A :A ! A. We will denote by S(A) the subsemigroup of M (A) determined
by the functions uA induced by the nonempty words u2X+. The group G(A) consists
of those functions in M (A) which are permutations.
We may generalize the above concepts. Suppose that C and D are two nonempty
subsets of A. We dene:
 MA(C;D): all functions f :C ! D such that there exists a word u2X  with
uAjC =f, where uAjC denotes the restriction of uA to C;
 SA(C;D): all functions f :C ! D such that there exists a word u2X+ with
uAjC =f;
 GA(C;D): the bijections in MA(C;D).
Of course, if GA(C;D) 6= ;, then jCj= jDj, i.e., the sets C and D have equal number
of elements. We write MA(C) for MA(C; C). Note that MA(C) is a monoid. We dene
the semigroup SA(C) and the group GA(C) in a similar way. Note that SA(C) may be
empty. For a proof of the following lemma, see [5].
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that G is a subgroup of MA(C) or a subgroup of SA(C). Then
there is a nonempty set DC such that G is isomorphic of to a subgroup of GA(D).
In particular; if G is a subgroup of M (A) or a subgroup S(A); then there is a set
DA such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of GA(D).
2.4. Permutation-reset automata
An X -automaton is a permutation automaton if each function xA, x2X , is a per-
mutation. It then follows that the functions uA, u2X , are also permutations, so that
M (A)= S(A)=G(A). Conversely, if S(A)=G(A), or if M (A)=G(A), then A is a
permutation automaton.
When G is a group, the system Aut(G)= (G;G; ) with (g; h)= gh, the product of
the group elements g and h, for all g; h2G, is a permutation automaton.
An automaton A=(A; X; ) is a permutation-reset automaton if each function xA,
x2X , is either a permutation or a constant map. It then follows that each function uA
for u2X  is also either a permutation or a constant map. For example, the automaton
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U=([2]; fx0; x1; x2g; ) is a permutation-reset automaton, where i x0 = i and i xj = j, for
i; j=1; 2:
For any automaton A, let G(A) denote the collection of simple groups G with
GjM (A). (Note that for any group G, GjM (A) i GjS(A).) Moreover, we dene
Kg(A)= fAut(G): G 2G(A)g and K(A)=Kg(A)[fUg.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A is a permutation-reset automaton. Then
A2Vc(K(A)):
If A is a permutation automaton such that at least one letter induces a nontrivial
permutation; then
A2Vc(Kg(A)):
For a proof of Lemma 2.3, see [5], or [9].
3. The Krohn{Rhodes Decomposition Theorem
The Krohn{Rhodes Decomposition Theorem consists of two parts, Theorems 3.1 and
3.2. Let U denote a semigroup isomorphic to M (U)= S(U). (The automaton U was
dened above).
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that S is either a semigroup dividing U or a simple group.
Let A be an automaton and K a nonempty class of automata with A2Vc(K). If
SjS(A) then there is an automaton B2K with SjS(B). If SjM (A) then there is an
automaton B2K with SjM (B).
Theorem 3.2. For each automaton A;
A2Vc(K(A)):
The class K(A) was dened above.
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 3.2. In our argument, we will
make use of Lemma 2.3, which is a particular instance of Theorem 3.2.
4. Congruences
In this section we assume that G is a class of simple groups closed under division.
Thus, if G and H are simple groups with GjH and H 2G, then G is also in G. The
class G consists of the groups whose simple group divisors are in G. Note that G is
closed under the formation of subgroups and homomorphic images. It follows from
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Theorem 3.1 that G is also closed under semidirect product and thus under direct
product.
Denition 4.1. Suppose that A=(A; X; ) is an automaton and that A  A is a
congruence relation. We call 
 simple, if jCj= jDj holds for any two nonsingleton -blocks C;D2A=, and if each
member of MA(C;D) is either a bijection or a constant map;
 regular, if for each nonsingleton -block C, the smallest congruence relation which
collapses the states in C is the relation  itself;
 G-congruence, if for each -block C, each subgroup of MA(C) is in G.
Note that  is a G-congruence i for each -block C, each subgoup of SA(C) is in G,
i.e., when G 2G holds for the simple groups G dividing SA(C) or MA(C). Moreover, a
simple congruence  is a G-congruence i GA(C)2 G, for each (nonsingleton) -block
C. This follows by noting that when  is simple, each nontrivial subgroup of MA(C)
is a subgroup of GA(C).
Denition 4.2. Suppose that A and B are X -automata and that h is a homomorphism
A ! B. We call h a simple, regular, or a G-homomorphism, if ker h, the kernel of h
has the appropriate property.
When G is empty, a G-homomorphism will be termed aperiodic.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that A1; A2 and A3 are X -automata with homomorphisms
h1 :A1 ! A2 and A2 ! A3. If h1 is surjective and if
h=A1
h1!A2 h2!A3
is a G-homomorphism; then so are h1 and h2.
Proof. Denote i=ker hi, i=1; 2, and =ker h. Each 1-block C is included in some
-block D. The functions g2MA1 (D) with CgC form a submonoid M of MA1 (D),
and the map g 7! gjC , g2M is a surjective homomorphism M!MA1 (C). Thus
MA1 (C)jMA1 (D), so that any divisor of MA1 (C) divides MA1 (D). Since  is a G-
congruence, it follows that 1 is also a G-congruence, hence h1 is a G-homomorphism.
Suppose now that C is a 2-block. Dene D= h−11 (C), so that D is a -block. Since
h1 is surjective, the monoid MA2 (C) is a quotient of MA1 (D), a surjective homomor-
phism MA1 (D)! MA2 (C) is given by
uA1 jD 7! uA2 jC;
all u2X  with DuD. Thus any divisor of MA2 (C) divides MA1 (D). It follows that
2 is a G-congruence and thus h2 is a G-homomorphism.
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Corollary 4.4. Suppose that 162 are congruence relations of the automaton A. If
2 is a G-congruence; then so is 1. Further; 2=1 is a G-congruence of the quotient
automaton A=1.
Remark 4.5. The assumption that h1 is surjective was needed only in order to show
that h2 is a G-congruence.
In order to prove the converse of Lemma 4.3, we need the following fact.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that A=(A; X; ) is a permutation X -automaton. Let  be a
G-congruence relation of A such that G(A=)2 G. Then G(A) is in G.
Proof. Assume rst that A is strongly connected, i.e., for each a; b2A there is some
u2X  with au= b. Let C0 be a -block. Dene
Y = fyg: g2GA(C0)g:
We turn C0 into an Y -automaton C0 = (C0; Y; 0) by dening
0(c; yg)= cg
for all c2C0 and yg 2Y . It is known, see, e.g., [2, 6, 7], that A is isomorphic to a
cascade composition of A= and C0. See also Remark 6.3. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, each
simple group divisor of G(A) divides G(A=) or G(C0). (Note that C0 is a permutation
automaton.) Since  is a G-congruence, G(C0)=GA(C0)2 G. Further, G(A=)2 G, by
assumption. It follows that G(A)2 G.
When A is not strongly connected, then A is the disjoint sum of its strongly con-
nected components A1 = (A1; X; 1); : : : ;Am=(Am; X; m). Thus each Ai is a strongly
connected permutation automaton, moreover, the sets Ai are pairwise disjoint,
Sm
i=1 Ai
=A; and (a; x)= i(a; x) for each a2Ai and x2X with i2 [m]. The group G(A) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of the direct product of the groups G(Ai), in particular
G(A)
 mQ
i=1
G(Ai): (3)
For each i2 [m], let i denote the restriction of  to Ai. Then each i is a G-congruence
relation of the strongly connected permutation automaton Ai. But G(Ai=i) is a quotient
of G(A=), which is in G, by assumption. Thus each group G(Ai=i) is in G, so that
G(Ai)2 G, by the rst part of the proof. Since G is closed under direct product, it
follows by (3) that G(A) is also in G.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that A1; A2 and A3 are X -automata and h1 :A1 ! A2 and
h2 :A2 ! A3 are G-homomorphisms. Then the composite
h=A1
h1!A2 h2!A3
is a G-homomorphism A1 ! A3.
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Proof. Dene i=ker hi, i=1; 2, and =ker h. Suppose that D is a -block and that
G is a subgroup of MA1 (D). We need to show that G 2 G. By Lemma 2.2, there exists
a nonempty set D0D such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of GA1 (D0). Let
Y = fyg: g2GA1 (D0)g:
Dening
0(a; yg)= ag;
D0 becomes the state set of the permutation Y -automaton D0 = (D0; Y; 0). Since h1 is
a G-homomorphism, the restriction 01 of 1 to D0 is a G-congruence of D0. Further,
D0=01 is a permutation automaton, and since h2 is a G-homomorphism, the group
G(D0=01) is in G. Thus, by Lemma 4.6, G(D0)2 G. But the two groups G(D0) and
GA1 (D0) are isomorphic, so that GA1 (D0) is also in G.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose that 162 are congruence relations of the automaton A.
If 1 is a G-congruence and if 2=1 is a G-congruence of A=1; then 2 is a
G-congruence.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that A and B are X -automata and that h is a simple homo-
morphism A!B which is not injective. Then there is an X -automaton C; a surjective
simple regular homomorphism h1 :A!C and a simple homomorphism h2 :C!B such
that h1 is not injective and
h=A h1!C h2!B:
Proof. Let  be minimal among those congruence relations of A which collapse the
states in at least one nonsingleton congruence class of ker h. Then let C=A= and let
h1 be the natural homomorphism A!A=. The denition of h2 is forced.
Remark 4.10. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7, h is a G-homomorphism i h1 and h2 are
G-homomorphisms.
Corollary 4.11. Suppose that A is an X -automaton and  is a simple congruence
relation of A other than the identity relation. Then there is a simple regular con-
gruence relation 06 which is not the identity relation and such that =0 is also
simple. Further;  is a G-congruence i both 0 and =0 are G-congruences.
5. Two relations
Throughout this section G denotes a given class of simple groups closed under
division. We dene two relations on automata.
Denition 5.1. Suppose that A and B are X -automata. We dene:
 A>B if there is a surjective G-homomorphism A!B;
 A<B if there is a surjective simple regular G-homomorphism A!B.
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Thus, if A<B, then A>B. Moreover, both relations are reexive, and the rela-
tion > is transitive, by Lemma 4.7. We let  ( , respectively) denote the smallest
equivalence relation containing the relation > (< , respectively).
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that A and B are X -automata with A>B. Then AB.
Proof. Suppose that  is a G-congruence of the X -automaton A=(A; X; ). We prove
that AA=. We argue by induction on
#= maxfjDj: D2A=g:
The basis case that #=1 is obvious. Suppose that #>1. Dene the X -automaton
A0=(A; X; 0) on the set A as follows. For each a2A and x2X with (a)x (ax)
and j(ax)j=#, let 0(a; x) be some xed element of (ax)− (a)x, depending only
on (a) and x. Otherwise dene 0(a; x)= ax. (Here, for any b2A, (b) denotes the
-block containing b.) Note that  is a congruence relation of A0 and A= is isomorphic
to A0=.
Let R denote the set
f(a; b)2A A: ab & (j(a)j<# or a 6= b)g:
Then R determines a subautomaton of the direct product AA0. To prove this, suppose
that (a; b)2R and x2X . We need to show that (a; b)x2R.
Case 1: j(ax)j=# and (a)x= (ax). Then a 6= b and x induces in A a bijection
(a)! (ax). Thus (a; b)x=(ax; bx) and ax 6= bx, proving (a; b)x2R.
Case 2: j(ax)j=# and (a)x (ax). Then bx 6= ax, since bx 62 (a)x. Thus
(a; b)x2R.
Case 3: j(ax)j<#. Then (a; b)x2R holds obviously.
As noted above,  is a congruence relation of A0. We show that  is a G-congruence.
For each -block C, MA0(C) is a submonoid of MA(C)c, the semigroup obtained by
adding the constant maps C!C to MA(C). But since  is a G-congruence of A,
each subgroup of MA(C) is in G, moreover, each nontrivial subgroup of MA(C)c
is a subgroup of MA(C). Since  is a G-congruence of A, it follows that  is a
G-congruence of A0.
The functions
 :R!A; (a; b) 7! a;
0 :R!A; (a; b) 7! b
are surjective homomorphisms R!A and R!A0, respectively, where R denotes the
subautomaton of A  A0 determined by the set R. Dene =ker  and 0=ker 0.
Then #<# and #0<#. Thus, if  and 0 are G-homomorphisms, then AR and
A0R, by the induction assumption, so that
AA0: (4)
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To prove that  is a G-homomorphism, note that each -block C is either of the form
fag  (a)
or
fag  ((a)−fag);
for some a2A. Thus, writing D= (a) or D= (a)−fag, MR(C) is a quotient of the
submonoid of MA0((a)) determined by the functions g= uA
0 jD, u2X  with DgD
and auA= a. Since  is a G-congruence of A0, it follows that each simple group divisor
of MR(C) is in G. Thus  is a G-congruence and  is a G-homomorphism. The proof
of the fact that 0 is also a G-homomorphism is similar. Thus (4) has been established.
By (4) and since A= and A0= are isomorphic, to complete the proof we need to
show that A0A0=. Let  denote the congruence relation of A0 whose nonsingleton
blocks are those -blocks C with jCj<#. Then 6, so that  is a G-congruence of
A0, by Corollary 4.4. Moreover, #<#, and = is a simple G-congruence of A0=.
Thus, A0A0=, by the induction assumption. But by Lemma 5.3 below, A0=A0=,
completing the proof.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that A and B are X -automata and h is a surjective simple
G-homomorphism A!B. Then there is chain
A<A1<    <An<B:
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, there exist X -automata A1; : : : ;An and surjective simple regular
G-homomorphisms
A h0!A1 h1!   hn−1! An hn!B:
Corollary 5.4. For any two X -automata A and B; AB i A  B.
6. Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section we complete our proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that A=(A; X; ) is a given automaton and  is a simple regular
G-congruence of A; for some class G of simple groups closed under division. Let K
consist of the automata A= and U as well as the automata Aut(G) for G 2G. Then
A2Vc(K):
Proof. We may assume that #>1. Let C1; : : : ; Ck , k>0, denote the -blocks Ci
with jCij=#, and let D1 = fd1g; : : : ; Dm= fdmg be the singleton -blocks. Since  is
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simple, the sets Ci and Dj are all of the -blocks. For each i2 [k] there exist words
ui; vi 2X  with C1ui=Ci and Civi=C1, and such that uivi induces the identity function
on C1 and viui induces the identity function on Ci, so that (uivi)AjC1 = AjC1 and
(viui)AjCi = AjCi . (We may assume that u1 = v1 = .)
Dene
Y = fya: a2C1g[ fys: s2 SA(C1)g:
We turn C1 into an Y -automaton C1 by dening
cya= a;
cys= cs
for all a; c2C1 and s2 SA(C1). Then A2 IS(fBg) holds for the cascade composition
B=A=' C1;
where
' :A= X ! Y
is dened as follows. Let a0 be a xed element of C1. Then, for each i2 [k] and x2X ,
dene
'(Ci; x)=
(
ys if CixCj; where s=(uixvj)AjC1 and j2 [k];
ya0 if Cix=Dj for some j2 [m]:
Moreover, for each i2 [m] and x2X , let
'(Di; x)=
(
ya if dix= b2Cj; j2 [k]; a2Ci and auj = b;
ya0 if dix=dj; for some j2 [m]:
Then the set
B0 = f(Ci; a): a2C1; i2 [k]g[ f(Dj; a0): j2 [m]g
determines a subautomaton B0 of B. Moreover, the function
h :B0!A;
(Ci; a) 7! aui;
(Dj; a0) 7! dj
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is an isomorphism B0!A, as shown by the following commutative squares corre-
sponding to the four cases in the denition of ':
(Ci; a)
h−−−−−! aui
x
?????y
?????y x
(Cj; auixvj) −−−−−!
h
auixvjuj = auix
(Ci; a)
h−−−−−! aui
x
?????y
?????y x
(Dj; a0) −−−−−!
h
dj
(Di; a0)
h−−−−−! di
x
?????y
?????y x
(Cj; a) −−−−−!
h
b= auj
(Di; a0)
h−−−−−! di
x
?????y
?????y x
(Dj; a0) −−−−−!
h
dj
To complete the proof, note that C1 is a permutation-reset automaton and any simple
group dividing M (C1) is in G, since  is a G-congruence. Thus,
C1 2Vc(fU;Aut(G): G 2Gg)
by Lemma 2.3. It follows that A2Vc(K):
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Remark 6.2. The automaton B0 is a quotient of B under the homomorphism h0 :B!B0
dened by
(Ci; a) 7! (Ci; a);
(Dj; a) 7! (Dj; a0)
for all i2 [k], j2 [m] and a2C1. The homomorphism h0 is simple and aperiodic, and
has the property that each (nonsingleton) block of ker h0 contains at most one state
which is in the range of the transition function of B. Such homomorphisms are termed
elementary in [4].
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let A=(A; X; ) be an automaton. Recall that the class K(A)
consists of the automaton U as well as the automata Aut(G) for simple groups G with
GjM (A). We need to show that
A2Vc(K(A)):
Let T denote the trivial one-state X -automaton and let G denote the class of simple
groups G with GjM (A). Then, with respect to this class G, A>T, so that AT, by
Corollary 5.4. Thus, there exists a sequence of X -automata B0; : : : ;Bk such that B0 =T,
Bk =A, and for each i2f0; : : : ; k − 1g either Bi<Bi+1 or Bi+1<Bi. We argue by
induction on i to show that Bi 2Vc(K(A)). When i=0, this is obvious. For the induc-
tion step, suppose that i>0 and Bi−1 2Vc(K(A)): If Bi−1<Bi, then Bi 2H(fBi−1g),
so that Bi 2Vc(K(A)). Suppose that Bi<Bi−1. Then there is a surjective simple
regular G-homomorphism h :Bi!Bi−1. Thus, by Lemma 6.1,
Bi 2Vc(K(A)[Bi−1):
It follows from the induction assumption that Bi 2Vc(K(A)):
Remark 6.3. When A is a permutation automaton and #>1, there is no singleton
-block. We may dene Y = fys: s2GA(C1)g, so that C1 becomes the Y -automaton
with cys= cs, for all c2C1 and s2GA(C1). Then C1 is a permutation automaton and
G(C1) is in G. Moreover, A is isomorphic to a cascade composition of A= with C1.
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that G is a class of simple groups closed under division. Let
K consist of U and the automata Aut(G) for G 2G. Then the following conditions
are equivalent for an automaton A:
1: Each simple group divisor of S(A) is in G.
2: There is a sequence of automata A0; : : : ;An such that A0 is trivial; An is A;
and for each i2 [n]; either Ai is a quotient of Ai−1 under a simple regular
G-homomorphism; or Ai−1 is a quotient of Ai under a simple regular
G-homomorphism.
3: A2Vc(K).
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4: A is in the least class of automata containing K and closed under subautomata;
simple regular G-homomorphic images; renaming and cascade composition.
5: A is in the least class of automata containing K and closed under subautomata;
G-homomorphic images; renaming and cascade composition.
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